Learning from policy experimentation is a promising way to approach the "wicked problem" of climate adaptation, which is characterised by knowledge gaps and contested understandings of future risk. However, although the role of learning in shaping public policy is well understood, and experiments are expected to facilitate learning, little is known about how experiments produce learning, what types of learning, and how they can be designed to enhance learning effects. Using quantitative research methods, we explore how design choices influence the learning experiences of 173 participants in 18 policy experiments conducted in the Netherlands between 1997 and 2016. The experiments are divided into three "ideal types" that are expected to produce different levels and types of learning. The findings show that policy experiments produce cognitive and relational learning effects, but less normative learning, and experiment design influenced three of six measured dimensions of learning, especially the cognitive learning dimensions. This reveals a trade-off between designing for knowledge development and designing for normative or relational changes; choices that experiment designers should make in the context of their adaptation problem. Our findings also show the role leadership plays in building trust.
Introduction
Many of the climate adaptation issues emerging to challenge modern society revolve around the threat and management of water. Sea level rise, flooding, water variability, and drought are all environmental problems exacerbated by climate change, and they require swift, innovative and effective solutions. To identify solutions that work, it is suggested that policy actors employ a "learning-by-doing" approach, where an idea is executed and evaluated to understand its impacts and reduce uncertainty [1] . Climate adaptation requires the production of new knowledge to understand the impacts of climate change, new knowledge about the impacts on the ecological system of society's response to those changes, and insights into how actors perceive and understand the changes that are happening [2] . Governance systems that enable learning will make better use of this knowledge and understanding and build adaptive capacity [3] , improve their decision making, and potentially enable policy change [4, 5] .
Experimentation is also considered a key component of adaptive co-management [3, 6] . There is considerable conceptual divergence for the notion of experimentation in environmental governance (Ansell and Bartenberger [7] ) and this paper focuses on the "policy experiment" [8] . As an ex-ante form of policy appraisal, policy experiments are used to test innovative climate policy solutions in the real world. There are several interpretations of the concept (that we discuss in section two), but relevant to us is Lee [1] , who describes experiments for policy development as a "mode of learning" because they explicitly produce new knowledge for political decision making, particularly for environmental and social issues [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Although the characteristic flexibility of experimentation generally has the potential to assist in successful adaptation governance, where policy development has so far been defined by controversy, uncertainty, and long-time frames [13] , experiments vary in purpose and design [7] . The aim of this paper is to explore whether policy experiments produce learning, and if so, how learning outcomes vary in different types of experiments, so we can draw conclusions regarding to what extent policy experiments can be designed to maximise learning for climate adaptation.
To date, conceptual and empirical work on policy learning and experimentation has been mostly limited to in-depth qualitative studies and theoretical discussion, which has most commonly found that while experiments produce new knowledge and understanding of how innovations affect the social, technical, and/or ecological systems, deeper normative learning changes are lacking in experiments [7, 9, [14] [15] [16] [17] . Learning scholars have made concerted efforts to find out how learning is produced in broader collective settings and have demonstrated that both agent-based and process factors influence learning outcomes; for example, who is involved, the organiser's competence, the sort of information that is produced and how it is made available, the use of technology, and the extent of representativeness [5, [18] [19] [20] [21] . The insights from these studies into the factors that encourage learning are valuable, but multi-case comparisons are still needed to empirically test hypotheses on how learning is produced [22] and no work of this kind has been performed to evaluate learning from experiments [23] .
Based on these knowledge gaps, we analyse a set of eighteen real-world policy experiments that were conducted in the Netherlands between 1997 and 2016 to answer the research question: In the context of climate adaptation, what is the relationship between a policy experiment's design and the types and levels of policy learning produced? This question can be broken down into a set of sub-questions:
1.
Do policy experiments produce policy learning, and if so, what types of policy learning? 2. Do differently designed experiments produce different learning effects? 3. To what extent does governance design explain the levels and types of learning produced? 4.
What are the implications of the findings for climate adaptation?
To answer these questions, we conducted a quantitative analysis to test hypotheses developed about the relationship between policy learning and the governance design of the experiments. We analysed extensive survey data from 173 people who participated in the set of policy experiments, which assessed new policy initiatives relevant to climate adaptation in the Netherlands (where climate change is a national priority). The analytical framework employs a multi-dimensional learning typology (cognitive, normative, and relational learning) and the experiments are grouped into three "ideal types" of policy experiment: the "technocratic experiment" which is populated and controlled by technocrats, the "advocacy experiment" which contains a broad set of like-minded actors controlled by a small group trying to push a certain idea, and the "boundary experiment", which is inclusive and egalitarian with a broad set of actors [23, 24] . Based on theoretical assumptions from the learning literature, the hypotheses examine to what extent the experiment types produce varying amounts of cognitive, normative, and relational learning.
The next section of this paper sets out the definitions and typologies of policy learning and policy experiments used in the study. The hypotheses about the relationship between the two typologies are then explained, followed by a description of the 18 experiments and how the cases were assessed. The section following then provides an explanation of the data collection and survey methods. Results are presented, and form the basis of discussion on implications of the findings for learning and policy theory, as well as practical advice for organisers in the adaption field who are considering using experiments.
Theoretical Framework
This section first defines policy learning and describes the learning typology, followed by descriptions of the three-policy experiment ideal types.
Definition and Typology of Policy Learning
We start from Sabatier's definition of policy learning as: "relatively enduring alterations of thought or behavioural intentions that result from experience and that are concerned with the attainment (or revision) of public policy" [25] . This definition is applied at the level of an individual who has a bearing on public policy decision making but works in a collective setting [26] . In this study, it is the experiment participants who learn, and they can be one of five actor types: a policy actor, expert, business actor, NGO representative, or a private citizen. We draw on three types of learning: cognitive, normative, and relational (Table 1) , which are cognitive or relational changes, as opposed to changes in behaviour or actions (e.g., new policies, strategies, etc.). As defined by Haug and others [27] , cognitive learning can refer either to an individual's gain in knowledge or to greater structuring of existing knowledge. Cognitive learning in experiments includes changes in understanding about feedbacks and key relationships between humans and biophysical systems [15] and the discovery of previously unknown effects [12] . Normative learning is defined as a change in an individual's values, goals, or belief systems, such as a shift in a participant's perspective on the issues surrounding the experiment, or the development of converging goals among participants. Like second-order or conceptual learning, normative learning is considered vital to bring about systemic change [27] . Relational learning refers to the non-cognitive aspects of learning improvements in understanding of other participants' mindsets and an increase in trust and cooperation within the group, which gives a participant a sense of fairness and ownership over the process that in turn may increase acceptance of the new management approach [28, 29] . A list of factors derived from the literature that are expected to have a positive influence on these learning effects is summarised in Table 1 and discussed in Section 2.4. The factors are drawn from several sources [3, 5, [18] [19] [20] [21] . This typology has been used in several empirical studies to conceptualise and measure learning in collective settings relevant to environmental governance [3, 27, 30, 31] . The first two learning types resonate strongly with the policy learning literature [27] whereas relational learning reflects the notions of understanding others' roles and capacities, which are developed in the social learning literature [28, 32] . We use the typology here because it draws clear distinctions useful for empirical analysis and it separately categorises relational learning, which has previously been subsumed under normative or "higher forms" of learning [32] .
Definition of a Policy Experiment
Historically, the notion of policy experimentation can be traced back to Dewey's classic 'The Public and Its Problems' which notes that policies could be "-experimental in the sense that they will be entertained subject to constant and well-equipped observation of the consequences they entail . . . " [33] . This idea was later developed by Campbell, who challenged the taking of policy decisions without risk of criticism or failure [34] . He advocated policy evaluation, with fully experimental and quasi-experimental approaches, to gather evidence on the viability of proposed policy reform [8] . Experimental evaluation gained traction, and in the following decades randomised control trial (RCT) experiments were conducted to improve economic, health, development and education policy, particularly in (but not limited to) the US and UK [35] .
However, the notion of an "experiment" does not always refer to the research methodology [6] . For example, from a planning perspective, experimentation is also understood as policy development in exploratory, incremental steps [36] and in the last couple of decades, adaptive (co)management and transition management approaches to environmental governance have developed and they have their own ideas of what it means to experiment [1, 9, 10] . Adaptive (co)management understands experimentation as a process that explores new ideas by testing them and using the results to refine the proposal under conditions of uncertainty, and transition management views experimentation as protected niche spaces where new innovations can emerge [37] . Transition management also informs the notion of experimentation in climate governance, which considers an experiment a radical invention, a novel improvement to existing policy action that exists outside the political status quo and seeks to change it [38, 39] .
As we require a set of policy experiments for systematic analysis, clear analytical categories to identify what is and what is not an experiment are needed. To pay regard to the different conceptualisations outlined above, it is posited here that policy experiments should be novel and innovative, but also able to play an evaluation role in environmental governance [23] . In line with this, and despite being wary that analytical divergence is all but a given, a definition of a policy experiment is proposed that we believe captures its important characteristics: "a temporary, controlled field-trial of a policy-relevant innovation that produces evidence for subsequent policy decisions".
By emphasising the role as producers of policy evidence, this definition characterises an experiment as a temporary science-policy interface. Connections between experiments and policy can be either direct (implementation requested by policy-makers) or indirect (results eventually inform decisions on policy options). Either way, the goal is for the experiment to create some form of policy learning through testing new policy instruments or concepts. The criterion requiring a policy experiment be "controlled" includes the attempts to form hypotheses and evaluate against expectations as a form of control (a "quasi-experiment" [8] ). Enforcing the more stringent requirement of a "control group" would reduce the sample considerably, as they are very rare in environmental management [40] .
Policy Experiment "Ideal Types" Typology
Theories in the policy science and science-technology studies (STS) literatures explain different forms of policy development and roles of science in policy making, which can be grouped into three models: the expert driven "technocratic" model, the participatory "boundary" model, and the political "-advocacy" model [24, 41, 42] . These models differ in their governance design and we use them as the basis of a neutral "ideal type" typology for policy experiments [26] (following German sociologist Max Weber's conceptualisation of an "ideal type" [43] ). These choices include: what actors are involved; how authority is distributed; and what information is generated and shared. These design choices are based on the institutional rules set out in chapter seven of Ostrom's book "Understanding Institutional Diversity" [44] ; the boundary, position, information, pay-off, and aggregation rules [42] . The focus on design provides a comprehensive and functional-analytical framework that relies on theoretical propositions about the production of learning [23] . Below we summarise the governance design of each ideal type, and Table 2 sets out their characteristics in more detail. These ideal type categorisations are theoretically derived and we note that no real-life case will ever perfectly match any one type-there will always be a degree of non-conformity when assigning cases to a type [23, 40] . The technocratic experiment represents an instrumental means to policy problem solving by generating (assumedly) objective knowledge for policy development, which is independent of its context or subjects. Organisers intend a separation of power between the experts who participate in, design, monitor, and evaluate the experiment, and the policy actors who make decisions based on the evidence produced [41] . Policy makers typically commission the experiment because they need evidence to support or refute a claim and end a political disagreement; they are absent from the experiment other than possibly providing funding and framing the issue to be studied. Construction of the policy problem and solution to be tested is determined by policy actors in advance, so the appropriateness of policy goals is not discussed or debated [14] .
Boundary Ideal Type
In contrast, a boundary experiment represents a participatory and dialectical approach to policy appraisal that focuses not only on producing evidence but also on debating norms and developing shared values among participants. Organisers design a boundary experiment when they want to maximise the involvement of different actors in policy development. Participant diversity brings multiple knowledge types: scientific knowledge, practical knowledge, and traditional, lay knowledge, so both scientific and non-expert knowledge is utilised. Experiment results are verified by the range of actors who address both policy and local community needs [45] .
The Advocacy Ideal Type Experiment
With this design, the organisers intend to push action in a policy direction by using the experiment as a "proof of principle" [46] , for softening objections to a predefined decision [41] , or as a tool to delay making final decisions (see the "stealth advocate" role in Pielke [24] for comparison). An experiment serves these tactics because a reversible temporary change provides a sense of security, and the change involved may meet with less resistance [47] . An advocacy experiment will mostly be initiated and dominated by policy actors, who may exclusively invite other actor types if they support the initiative, but non-state actors can initiate these sorts of experiments too. Those with authority retain control over design, monitoring, and evaluation procedures, reinforcing the existing structures of power in policy making.
Hypotheses on the Generation of Different Learning Effects by Different Ideal Types of Experiment
The literature on learning explores the institutional dimensions of a process to understand what sort of learning is produced and what factors are most important [19] . It is expected, for example, that a process where the participants have different backgrounds and perspectives (participant diversity) is more likely to produce a change in an individual's perspective than one with a homogenous set of actors [21] . Similarly, a process where participants share tasks and responsibilities and have an equal say over proceedings (joint decision making) may produce higher levels of relational learning [18] than processes where decision making is less inclusive. The degree of distribution and openness of information transmission and the extent of technical competence of individuals may also influence the extent of knowledge acquisition [5, 20] . Opportunities to discuss opinions on goals and perspectives could lead to the development of common goals [20] . Based on this theory, our hypotheses predict relationships between the governance design of policy experiments and learning. We now discuss the anticipated learning effects per type of experiment in turn.
The technocratic experiment is hypothesised to generate high levels of cognitive learning, little normative, and some relational learning. The focus of this ideal type on instrumental rationalisation means the experiment is expected to produce large amounts of data regarding the impacts of the intervention which will be shared openly and regularly to all participants who will use it to increase their stocks of knowledge and restructure their existing understanding of the issues. However, the disconnection of the experiment from the policy process and lack of an opportunity to decide on policy goals means the level of normative learning is predicted to be low or absent. The lack of participant diversity also means there will be no necessity to align interests and goals. Thus, some relational learning may be produced but it is likely to be limited to that between experts who build trust and understanding in a scientific capacity. Nevertheless, the open information distribution and partially shared authority improve the chances that participants will actively cooperate, possibly contributing to some relational learning.
For boundary experiments, we expect high relational and normative learning effects but only some cognitive learning. The design choices allow any actor who wants to be included to be involved. This ensures a mix of interests and knowledge, diverse views and perspectives, which are likely to encourage participants to reconsider their own priorities and views, and possibly to develop a common interest. Open communication, regular information distribution, and use of a facilitator to manage proceedings increase the chance that actors get to know one another and understand how others perceive the policy problem. Sharing authority and costs is likely to increase a sense of buy-in, and therefore a participant's trust and cooperation within the group. However, the diversity and focus on relationships means the uptake of knowledge may suffer somewhat; the consideration of different sorts of knowledge, however, may ensure a deeper understanding of system complexity.
In advocacy experiments, we hypothesise that some cognitive and normative learning will emerge, but little relational learning. Some knowledge acquisition is expected since expert and non-expert actors contribute their knowledge and skills; however, cognitive learning will be limited by the restricted information distribution and lack of open communication among participants. Some normative learning is expected, due to the sharing within the core group of views on the experiment goals; however, views are likely to be aligned due to the restriction of access to favoured participants. In contrast, restricted information distribution, the lack of buy-in, and rigid hierarchy of authority means trust and cooperation are likely to stagnate; the homogeneity of views is likely to offer little chance to understand alternative views, also contributing to low relational learning.
In sum, we posit that the ideal types will produce variant patterns of learning due to their different designs. The conceptual assumptions explained above are summarised in Table 3 . We are particularly interested in whether the types produce significantly different scores for each learning type, allowing us to draw conclusions about the importance of experiment design. To test our hypotheses, 18 experiments were identified and analysed using the methods and results presented in the sections below. 
Role of Intervening Variables
While our hypotheses focus on how governance design facilitates learning, the literature also refers to non-institutional variables that may have a bearing on how participants in experiments learn. Five intervening variables are identified and analysed for this study. First, learning from an experiment may stem from the nature of experimentation itself, that is, the choice to test an innovation in practice. Here, it is expected that the new and uncertain environment, whether stemming from a policy crisis or the idea's novelty, will motivate participants to assess new information [48] . A second consideration, the charisma or competence of an organiser, is also considered notably influential in these situations. Charismatic leaders can produce a group environment that shares information openly and broadly, shapes shared values, and ensure new ideas are nurtured [19] . Three other intervening variables focus on the participants themselves: actor type, which generally indicates the competence of participants in understanding the material; participant demographics [5] ; and the extent to which participants knew each other previously.
Methods
This section sets out how the experiment cases were selected and what data collection methods were used. It also details how the sample cases were matched against the ideal type categories.
Case Selection
The search for adaptation-relevant policy experiments was conducted throughout various institutions of the Netherlands with a focus particularly on the country's water authorities ("water boards"). The water boards sit at the regional level between local and provincial government. Researchers conducted a semi-structured search and data collection through government websites and research programmes between February and November 2013. The search included phrases such as: test, pilot, innovation, and experiment, "proef ", "onderzoek" (test and research respectively in Dutch). The search was national in scope, accessing research programme websites, ministry, province and water board websites, and projects mentioned in scoping interviews. The topic of water issues affected by climate change was selected to provide consistency of comparison of experiment subjects. Such issues are increasingly understood as a matter of urgency in the Netherlands, which is a lowland country particularly vulnerable to sea-level rise, flooding, salt-water intrusion, fresh water availability, and increased drought. The water boards' main responsibilities are the maintenance of dikes and dams, water quantity and water quality.
Our "policy experiment" definition was operationalised through the three criteria used to identify experiments: whether the project was testing for real-world effects in situ (temporary, controlled field trial); whether it was innovative with uncertain outcomes (innovation); whether its findings were intended to have relevance for policy (evidence for decisions). Projects deemed outside our definition included product testing, concept or scenario pilots, modelling projects, and reapplications of an initial experiment. In addition, for consistency, experiments were selected only where the intervention related to climate change adaptation, where there was state involvement, and where an ecosystem response was elicited (see Table 4 ). The initial search identified 147 innovative pilot cases (list available on request) with 18 cases meeting all six criteria. The cases have different spatial and temporal scales and deal with different problems related to the larger topic. However, they are comparable because they conform to the above stringent criteria. Adaptation involves searching for technical solutions, such as enhancing dikes or increasing water-storage capacity, as well as governance solutions, like reforming land-use planning, efficient water use, or agricultural transitions. We had a sample of eighteen policy experiments that tested the viability of proposed policy innovations relevant to Dutch climate change adaptation. There were five coastal management experiments, five water storage experiments, three freshwater experiments, three water variability experiments, and two dike management experiments in the sample. Ten experiments tested technical innovations (the application of a technical solution on the ecological system to measure its impacts); four experiments tested governance innovations (the application of a governance solution on the social and ecological system); and four experiments trialled both [23] .
The experiments in our sample trialled and evaluated several new policy concepts. The "Building with Nature" concept (a design philosophy that utilises the forces of nature to meet water management goals) was tested in three experiments, the multi-functional land use concept tested five times, and three cases experimented with shared responsibility for water resources (i.e., passing responsibility for water management onto farmers). One experiment looked at pest management to minimise damage to inland dikes, and another tested the "Climate Buffers" concept (climate buffers are natural areas specially designed to reduce the consequences of climate change). In one experiment, De Kerf, examined the "Dynamic Coastal Management" concept, which is explained in more detail in [49] . Further information about the policy issue and intervention for each experiment case is provided in Appendix D.
All completed experiments were included in the sample, whereas ongoing cases were included if they had been implemented for at least two years or were subject to an interim evaluation [50] . Their start dates range between 1997 and January 2013; six were ongoing as of September 2016, but had reached intermediate conclusions that allowed assessment of their learning effects.
Data Collection
People who were actively involved in the experiments were considered experiment participants and were identified during interviews with project leaders and checked against project reports where possible. Participant numbers varied across cases, the lowest eight and the highest 40. Each participant was one of five different types of actor: policy actors (n = 84), experts (n = 39), business actors (n = 16); NGO representatives (n = 16); and private citizens (n = 13). 73 out of the total 173 participants claimed to be an initiator of the experiment they were involved in.
In April-June 2014, these experiment participants were sent (via email) an online survey that asked about their role in the experiment, their opinions on design aspects, and questions to gauge their learning experiences. Three reminder emails were sent at weekly intervals. From a total of 265 survey emails, 173 were completed, giving a 64% response rate. Each case had either a minimum of 6 responses or responses from at least half the participants (minimum 4). The respondents were asked a total of 63 survey questions. To determine the cases' design, 34 factual and attitudinal questions were asked; including specific questions about the role of the respondent, the information they contributed, the extent of their authority, and their role in financing the project.
We chose an ex post, self-reported learning approach to assess learning (following Baird and others [3] , Muro and Jeffrey [21] , Schulser and others [51] , and Leach and others [5] ). Two variables were measured for each of the three learning types, six variables in total. Two questions were asked for each learning variable (12 questions altogether) but only two variables had questions that reliably measured the construct (i.e., met the requirement of 0.7 Cronbach alpha score) so four questions were removed from the analysis. Therefore, our learning data consists of eight questions measuring six variables. The questions are listed in Appendix B and translated from Dutch. The questions were measured on a five-point scale, in line with previous learning studies [5, 21, 51] . Using 6-12 questions follows the Muro and Jeffrey [21] and Leach and others [5] learning assessments. Eleven questions were also asked to measure the intervening variables discussed in Section 2.5.
Although the survey data was collected from 173 respondents, the unit of analysis in this study is the experiment because we are comparing cases, so we averaged the respondents' scores for each case.
Matching Experiments to Ideal Types
To assign the cases to its ideal type, each case was individually assessed using fifteen indicators and subsequently assigned an ideal type. The indicators are based on the institutional rules described by Ostrom [44] and allow us to assess each case's institutional design, including actor constellation, variation in authority, extent of information distribution, and openness (see Appendix A for a detailed breakdown of indicators). Each indicator was assigned three "settings"-a description of measurable action related to each indicator for each ideal type. Using survey data, the experiments were assessed against the indicator settings and each case was labelled the type that its scores matched best (all but three experiments displayed characteristics of one, dominant type). A dominant type was assumed if one type had a majority of more than three indicators over the other types. For example, out of 15 indicators, experiment 2 scored one for technocratic, nine for boundary, and five for advocacy; thus, it was classified clearly as a boundary experiment. The assessment resulted in five technocratic, six boundary, and seven advocacy experiments.
Results
This section first presents the entire sample's learning results, then a breakdown of the scores for comparison by ideal type. This is followed by a Kruskall-Wallis H non-parametric statistical analysis to assess the relationship between structure and learning outcomes, and the role of intervening variables. Figure 1 shows the mean scores for the variables measuring the six dimensions of learning. Cognitive learning was highest, with "new knowledge" reaching a high score and "restructuring knowledge" a medium score. Normative learning scored noticeably lower; "goal convergence" scored medium but there was a definite lack of "priority change" across all cases. Relational learning displayed a similar pattern, with strong "trust building" but no recorded "understanding mindsets". detailed breakdown of indicators). Each indicator was assigned three "settings"-a description of measurable action related to each indicator for each ideal type. Using survey data, the experiments were assessed against the indicator settings and each case was labelled the type that its scores matched best (all but three experiments displayed characteristics of one, dominant type). A dominant type was assumed if one type had a majority of more than three indicators over the other types. For example, out of 15 indicators, experiment 2 scored one for technocratic, nine for boundary, and five for advocacy; thus, it was classified clearly as a boundary experiment. The assessment resulted in five technocratic, six boundary, and seven advocacy experiments.
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Overall Learning Results
Learning Patterns in Types and Their Significance
To test the hypotheses that ideal types produce different levels of learning, the learning scores for the policy experiment cases in each type were compared and a Kruskal-Wallis H test (K-WH) was performed to assess the significance of the differences in scores. The Kruskal-Wallis H test is a nonparametric test that is used to determine if there are statistically significant differences in the distributions of an ordinal dependent variable (learning) between three or more groups of an 
To test the hypotheses that ideal types produce different levels of learning, the learning scores for the policy experiment cases in each type were compared and a Kruskal-Wallis H test (K-WH) was performed to assess the significance of the differences in scores. The Kruskal-Wallis H test is a non-parametric test that is used to determine if there are statistically significant differences in the distributions of an ordinal dependent variable (learning) between three or more groups of an independent nominal variable (experiment types). If the K-WH tests revealed significant differences in learning scores between the experiment types, then this provides evidence that design influences learning outcomes.
Starting with Figure 2 , we find that, as expected, the four technocratic experiments produced more knowledge and knowledge restructuring than experiments in the other two types. Scores for the knowledge restructuring dimension were lower than for knowledge acquisition, with boundary experiments doing noticeably worse than the other types. When comparing the groups of cases, the KW tests were significant for both cognitive learning variables, confirming that technocratic experiments produce more cognitive learning than the other experiment types (see Appendix C for results).
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Starting with Figure 2 , we find that, as expected, the four technocratic experiments produced more knowledge and knowledge restructuring than experiments in the other two types. Scores for the knowledge restructuring dimension were lower than for knowledge acquisition, with boundary experiments doing noticeably worse than the other types. When comparing the groups of cases, the KW tests were significant for both cognitive learning variables, confirming that technocratic experiments produce more cognitive learning than the other experiment types (see Appendix C for results). Figure 3 sets out the normative learning scores for the experiment types. All experiment types record noticeably lower normative learning, with a "change in priorities" clearly not a product of any experiment type. Boundary experiments scored medium for "goal convergence"; higher than the other types, but lower than expected. Technocratic experiments also produced medium levels of "goal convergence", which was unexpected. When comparing the learning scores of each experiment type using the Kruskal-Wallis test, no significantly different scores were found (see Appendix C for results). Figure 3 sets out the normative learning scores for the experiment types. All experiment types record noticeably lower normative learning, with a "change in priorities" clearly not a product of any experiment type. Boundary experiments scored medium for "goal convergence"; higher than the other types, but lower than expected. Technocratic experiments also produced medium levels of "goal convergence", which was unexpected. When comparing the learning scores of each experiment type using the Kruskal-Wallis test, no significantly different scores were found (see Appendix C for results). Figure 3 sets out the normative learning scores for the experiment types. All experiment types record noticeably lower normative learning, with a "change in priorities" clearly not a product of any experiment type. Boundary experiments scored medium for "goal convergence"; higher than the other types, but lower than expected. Technocratic experiments also produced medium levels of "goal convergence", which was unexpected. When comparing the learning scores of each experiment type using the Kruskal-Wallis test, no significantly different scores were found (see Appendix C for results). Finally, Figure 4 sets out the results for the relational learning variables between experiment types. Again, one measured dimension of learning is stronger than the other, in this case it is "building trust" which scores well and the "understanding mindsets" which lags. Advocacy experiments recorded a surprisingly moderate amount of trust built among participants, with boundary experiments not scoring that much higher. All three types scored poorly for the understanding mindsets variable than expected, although the Kruskal-Wallis test reveals that despite the low score, participants in the boundary experiments learned to understand one others' mindsets significantly more than participants in the other experiment types (see Appendix C for results). Finally, Figure 4 sets out the results for the relational learning variables between experiment types. Again, one measured dimension of learning is stronger than the other, in this case it is "building trust" which scores well and the "understanding mindsets" which lags. Advocacy experiments recorded a surprisingly moderate amount of trust built among participants, with boundary experiments not scoring that much higher. All three types scored poorly for the understanding mindsets variable than expected, although the Kruskal-Wallis test reveals that despite the low score, participants in the boundary experiments learned to understand one others' mindsets significantly more than participants in the other experiment types (see Appendix C for results). As indicated by the asterisks in the Figures, the patterns we observed for three learning dimensions (both cognitive learning variables and one relational learning variable) appear to be statistically significant. This provides evidence that some of the variance in scores can be attributed to differences between types (see Appendix C for statistics). Reviewing the K-W H post-hoc tests (which statistically inform us which type scores significantly higher than the others) we observe that technocratic experiments produce significantly more knowledge than both other types, and As indicated by the asterisks in the Figures, the patterns we observed for three learning dimensions (both cognitive learning variables and one relational learning variable) appear to be statistically significant. This provides evidence that some of the variance in scores can be attributed to differences between types (see Appendix C for statistics). Reviewing the K-W H post-hoc tests (which statistically inform us which type scores significantly higher than the others) we observe that technocratic experiments produce significantly more knowledge than both other types, and significantly more knowledge restructuring than boundary experiments; and boundary experiments encourage the understanding of others' mindsets significantly more than advocacy types.
Influence of Intervening Variables
Data were collected from participants for the five intervening variables described in Section 2.5 that could also potentially influence the differences in how much and what type of learning was produced. There were three ordinal independent variables (extent the policy problem was urgent; leader competency; extent participants already knew each other) and two nominal independent variables (demographics-age and sex; actor type). The relationship between the ordinal independent variables and the six ordinal learning variables was measured using the Somers' d nonparametric test (SMD). Kruskal-Wallis H tests (KWH) were conducted to measure the relationship between the two nominal independent variables and the learning variables.
Appendix C sets out the statistics for the relationship between the five intervening variables and six learning variables. For the ordinal independent variables, we found that the competence of an organiser and the extent the participants knew each other, both had a positive impact on the amount of trust that was built in the experiment cases. We would expect that experiments would be bringing actors together in new constellations, but the results demonstrate this is not often the case, with 43% (77 out of 153 participants) that responded to the question-claiming they knew over half the other participants in their experiment. The extent an experiment addressed an urgent issue did not significantly correlate with any learning variables.
KWH tests assessed the relationship between actor type and learning. No significant relationship was found between actor type and cognitive or relational learning variables, but both normative learning variables had significant correlations, and it was individual citizens who experienced the most change for these two normative learning variables. Finally, no relationships were found between age and sex of participants and any learning variables. Table 5 summarises the hypotheses (H1, H2, H3) and findings for predictions related to the six learning variables. Out of the 18 units (six variables x three hypotheses) 12 were rejected and six were not rejected. H1 (technocratic experiments) is partially correct for all three learning types, with more normative learning occurring than expected. The significance tests confirmed that technocratic experiments are strongest in cognitive learning but particularly weak in one dimension of relational learning, in comparison with the other types. In contrast, the H2 predictions were almost all incorrect, with boundary experiments producing only medium/low levels of normative and relational learning. It is worth noting, however, that boundary experiments scored higher than the other types for both these learning types, and for two of the four variables the differences were significant. For H3, advocacy experiments met expectations for cognitive learning, but normative learning was lower than expected and relational learning was higher. 
Returning to the Hypotheses
Discussion
This research conducted a systematic quantitative analysis of learning effects from climate adaptation experiments in the Netherlands. Being quantitative, the findings allow for broad rather than deep analysis, but our research design ensured they are thorough and robust. Our analysis determined what types of learning were affected by differences in governance design and which were more influenced by non-institutional variables. The findings provide insight relevant to actors who want to initiate an experiment to test adaptation solutions, helping them to understand the potential effects of their design choices on learning experiences. Next, we discuss how there seems to be a trade-off between experiment types in terms of the learning they produce, which indicates that the choice in design may have to partially depend on context of the problem. We then look at how testing for intervening variables reveals some interesting relationships where design is not a factor, followed by discussion on the methods we used to measure learning.
Our findings show that technocratic experiments scored highest for the cognitive learning variables, significantly higher than boundary experiments. This provides illustrative evidence that design has a strong influence on reducing uncertainty of experiment impacts. As alluded to in our hypotheses, the findings imply a trade-off between cognitive, normative, and relational learning when making design choices. When they aim to increase knowledge and understanding of the relevant social-ecological system, organisers clearly have to choose between a technocratic design, which intends to improve scientific, objective knowledge; and a participatory design, which incorporates non-expert knowledge into the experiment, intends to debate norms, and develops shared values among participants. Although a boundary experiment produces cognitive learning, this design reduces the success of acquiring and restructuring knowledge about the changes being tested in the experiment. We also found that although not reaching particularly high scores, boundary experiments produced more goal convergence and understanding of mindsets than the other two types. Climate adaptation is a wicked policy issue that involves significant uncertainty and divergent framings, as well as deep uncertainty about the rate of change in the ecological system [2] . It is reasonable to assume that future solutions will require the input of many different actors and knowledges, and the combining of different understandings. On this basis, boundary experiments are arguably more appropriate for these contexts, where relational and normative learning would be a great benefit. However, as pointed out by Owens and others [41] , deliberatively designed appraisals take a lot of resources and do not guarantee success. Therefore, the choice in design should be specific to the problem context, and for solutions that have low certainty of impacts but high consensus on values, a technocratic design may suffice [24] .
Organisers can try to reduce the trade-offs we identified by tweaking their experiment designs. For example, organisers of boundary and advocacy experiments could ensure expert participants take a leading role in designing and evaluating the experiments to ensure knowledge is produced and disseminated throughout the group of participants to increase knowledge acquisition (cognitive learning). Following D.T. Campbell's suggestion that a true Experimenting Society includes opponents of an innovation in the experiment itself [8] , organisers of technocratic and advocacy experiments could also increase relational learning by ensuring that participants who have different interests or opposing views are included as participants, and that these views and understandings are shared within the group.
A second finding was that there was a moderate increase in trust recorded across the types, despite experiment design, and that this perceived increase in trust was strongly influenced by competent leadership. This resonates with the observation by Gerlak and Heikkila [19] that powerful and influential leaders have a key role in learning because they facilitate communication, bring together interests, and shape shared values. This possibly explains why advocacy experiments recorded moderate amounts of trust-building despite their restrictive and elitist design. Advocacy experiments scored better than expected, and were the most common experiment type used in Dutch water management. Strong leaders might alleviate some of the frustration participants feel about not being included in decision making or information dissemination, since initiators who advocate for a particular policy proposal tend to have social acuity and be good at team building as 'policy entrepreneurs' [52] . Another factor supporting the generally high levels of trust throughout the experiment was that participants tended to know one another. This could be explained by the Netherlands relatively tight knit water policy community, as well as highlights that experiments just do not involve groups that oppose the proposals being tested. The lack of perspective change and understanding different mindsets also indicates that experiments do not seem to be used to trial radical and abrupt changes, or if they are radical changes, they have been percolating a while in society and actors are not surprised or opposed to them by the time the experiments are organised.
Finally, we found that, although all experiments produced unexpectedly low normative learning (although in line with previous learning studies [3, 7, 27, 31] ) the perspectives change dimension registered very differently among actor types: individual "citizen" actors were significantly more likely to record favourably for both normative learning variables. This result did not come through in the initial analysis because there were so few individual citizens involved (n = 9), who were predominantly found in the boundary experiments. This finding demonstrates that opening policy processes to those not traditionally involved can lead to a considerable learning impact for those actors. Engaging a large number of citizens in policy experiments to increase normative learning may or may not be a suitable course of action, but it is noteworthy that experiments can facilitate a potential shift in perspectives on environmental policy issues.
Limits to the Research
The limitations to the validity of learning data gathered ex post, via self-reported learning methods are known and accepted for this type of research. The analysis of 18 cases (173 participants) counteracts this limitation to a degree, and this research design is a rare contribution to scholarship on learning [22] . The number of cases facilitates broad exploratory analysis rather than examination of the effects on learning of finer nuances of design choices. Similarly, although derived from published studies, the learning questions used in the research are necessarily general and partially abstract due to the differences in the thematic focus of the experiments. Surveying 173 participants as potential respondents compensates for the loss in precision, but the limitation of the generality of findings remains. The use of only one-two questions to explore the six learning variables possibly also contributed a loss of precision; however, it is not unheard of for studies involving many respondents to rely on only 1-2 questions for their findings [5, 21] . Moreover, the questions are as standardised and thorough as possible, both closed and open questions; for example, asking for both a factual response about a participant's authority, and for an opinion on the openness of the experiment to outsiders. Time is also a limiting factor when interpreting the learning data because not all experiments are recent. Survey respondents who participated in the experiment conducted between 1997 and 2002 provide less reliable responses than a participant in a recent experiment. Since most experiments started within the last seven years we did not control for this intervening variable, but it is a limiting factor.
Despite the comprehensive set of experiments in the study, it would be unwise to extrapolate findings from water/climate policy experiments to policy experiments generally, due to the purposive, snow-ball sampling strategy and a lack of international comparative or cross sector comparison. That said, the findings suggest the value of continuing research along such lines, since the framework could be applied to other policy areas. A methodological limitation exists in that although most experiments clearly match the characteristics of a single ideal type, a few form a hybrid of types. Some hybridity is to be expected since the ideal types are theoretical versions of reality made up of several points of view and phenomena, as Weber intended when he developed the concept (according to Weber, "an ideal type is formed by the one-sided accentuation of one or more points of view and by the synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less present and occasionally absent concrete individual phenomena, which are arranged . . . into a unified analytical construct") [43] . Therefore, a case would never be expected to wholly meet a type and occasionally a case might fall between two types. Finally, we note that others perceive ideal types differently; for example, by constructing them using characteristics of the cases being examined [50] . In our use, however, the matching of real world cases to theoretical constructs facilitates comparison based on theoretically derived expectations, which has been lacking in research on learning.
Conclusions
A difficult problem such as how to adapt to climate impacts requires an approach that focuses on learning, and experiments are an increasingly favoured mode of learning that produce evidence of the effects of an intervention to improve decision-making. This paper is the first multi-case quantitative analysis conducted to explore the relationship between these two variables and it applies an explorative theoretical framework to test predictions about how an experiment's design affects learning. This focus brings an element of political analysis to the study of experimentation and by identifying the action of experiments at the science-policy interface, we could construct three ideal types based on design choices that capture the various ways knowledge is developed and used in water and climate policy making. The learning typology used in combination with the experiment typology provides a way to conceptualise and measure learning as changes in the learner. It also serves as an alternative to the loop-learning concept, which privileges learning that involves a change to underlying assumptions, and which is difficult to apply consistently [29] .
The analysis confirmed that differently designed experiments produce different types of policy learning. Design clearly influences knowledge acquisition, restructuring of existing understanding, and a change in mind-sets. In contrast, trust and changes in participants' perspectives do not vary at across the experiment types; these learning types are influenced instead by the leader's abilities and what type of actor the learner is.
To perform the analysis, we assessed policy experiments related to climate change adaptation and water management in the Netherlands. Adaptation to climate change is an emerging policy field that requires new solutions to largely intractable issues and our findings shed light on how organisers can maximise different learning effects by carefully designing their experiments. Relational learning might be crucial with a set of participants who do not know each other or have a range of backgrounds, whereas boosting cognitive learning might be an aim where there is low certainty of issues but general societal consensus on the issue. Our results show that experiments can be used to build a common goal to some extent, but they will not help to harmonise conflicting views in a group by changing perspectives and views. Other, more explicitly deliberative processes would be necessary.
Our findings provide a greater understanding of the relationship between science and policy making; in particular, the sorts of choices that must be made when designing policy experiments and how these choices influence policy learning. Insight into these issues goes a long way towards improving political decision making for climate adaptation. 
1B
How participants gained access to the experiment How participants entered the experiment. Participants can either be invited in, involved because they are part of the organizing team, or because they requested involvement from the organisers. The most common method is used for classification.
BIT-Rules allow requested involvement AIT-P. mostly invited in TIT-P. mostly obliged
1C
Criteria for new participants
The most common criteria given for allowing access of a new participant.
BIT-provides local knowledge. AIT-supports or builds support for project. TIT-subject or process expert.
2D
Initiator type
The actor type(s) which initiated the experiment.
BIT-collaboration between more than two actor types, or two of equal number. AIT-policy actor (dominant) TIT-expert actor (dominant).
2E
Use of facilitator Recollection of facilitator involvement.
BIT-80% + recall facilitator. TIT-0% or less than two p. (indicating a mistake).
3F
Extent that the goals of the experiment were discussed among the group
Percentage and diversity of participants that contributed to the discussion on project goals.
BIT->80% if most actor types AIT-only policy actors TIT-<30% or just expert actors.
3G
Whether lay knowledge was contributed
Percentage of participants that (exclusively) contributed lay knowledge.
BIT->50% (at least one exclusively) AIT-30-50% TIT-<30%
3H
Whether scientific knowledge was contributed
Percentage of participants that contributed scientific knowledge.
TIT-50% < and solely BIT-30-50% AIT-30% < with most p. providing practical k.
3I
How satisfied participants were with the information they received.
To what extent participants were satisfied with how much information they received and the relevance of it. BIT = everyone agree was sufficient (over 1). AIT = 50% < disagree (minority found sufficient).
3J
How satisfied participants were with the extent of personal contact during the experiment.
To what extent participants felt there was sufficient personal contact among the group. BIT = everyone agree was sufficient (over 1). AIT = 50% < disagree (minority found sufficient).
3K
Whether outsiders were informed of progress.
How regularly non-participants were informed of the experiment's progress. BIT = 75% < regularly informed. AIT = 50% < irregularly/not informed.
4L
Actor type with authority at decision nodes.
Actor type that makes decisions at design, monitoring, and evaluation stages (aggregated).
BIT-more than two parties have DM role; non-state actor has shared or dominant role. AIT-policy actors (dominant). TIT-expert actors (dominant).
4M
Extent of variation in authority over decisions in the experiment
Comparing how many participants had authority to how many didn't have authority.
BIT-majority of participants had decision making power AIT-majority of participants had no authority TIT-if experts had decision power
5N Extent of buy-in
Look into how the costs of the experiment were paid; to what extent participants were expected to "buy-in" to the experiment.
BIT-costs were shared. AIT-a participant's organization paid all costs or no costs. TIT-no clear distinction; some paid, some shared.
6O Decision making model
Percentage of participants with decision making power at each of the design, monitoring, and evaluation nodes (aggregated).
BIT-50% or more of participants-e.g., majority/consensus DM AIT-0-29% of participants-e.g., hierarchical DM TIT-30-49%-e.g., appointed steering group, narrow DM.
